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The influence of Co seed layer on the structure of theAu/Co multilayers was studied by X-ray diffrac
tion and reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), and compared to its effect on the per
pendicular magnetic anisotropy in these films. TheAu buffer layer grown onAIPiOOOl) substrates 
display a large fraction of twin crystalline structure, giving rise to a lack of lateral continuity in the film. 
The initial deposition of a few monolayers of Co onto AlPiOOOl) substrates prior to deposition of the 
Au buffer layer yielded (111) epitaxial films without twins. The Co seed layer improves the crystalline 
quality of Au buffer layer and subsequent multilayer. From the results of X-ray diffraction observa
tions, we confirmed that the interfaces of Au/Co multilayers with Co seed layer are sharper than those 
with no seed layer. The magnetic anisotropy energy of Au/Co multilayers increased by using the Co 
seed layer, and the high quality of structure results larger perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. 
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1. INfRODUCfiON 
In recent years the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy 

of metallic multilayers has been attracting much attention 
both from a fundamental standpoint and for applications. 
In several multilayers consisting of Co as a ferromagnetic 
element, it has been reported that the large uniaxial mag
netic anisotropy with the axis perpendicular to the film 
plane is observed when Co layer thicknesses are smaller 
than several monolayers. It is known that a Au/Co multi
layer system is one of the multilayer systems that exhibit 
marked perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [1]. 

Among the many combinations of film and substrate 
materials, much attention has been paid for the growth of 
metal on.metal since the discoveries of fascinating prop
erties of metallic multilayers, for example, perpendicular 
magnetic anisotropy and giant magneto-resistance. As has 
been reported in some metallic multilayers, it is well known 
that these properties are strongly associated with both the 
sharpness of interface and the quality of epitaxy. In order 
to achieve a better understanding of the origins of the prop
erties of metallic multilayers, it is important to control the 
growth of the thin films. 

In order to create multilayers with both well-defined 
crystal and interfacial structures, we used a seeded epit
axy technique in the growth of Au/Co on single crystal 
Alp3(0001) substrates by MBE. Seededepitaxy has been 
expected to be a powerful method to improve thin film 
growth in MBE deposition [2-4] and suputter deposition 
[5-7]. The key to seeded epitaxy is that one can stabilize 
multiple crystal structures or orientations of a given ele
ment using a single substrate, by changing the initial buffer 
layer. Seed layers of several nm of Pt, for example, have 
proven useful for growing (111) oriented epitaxial Co 
films on ~03(0001) substrates [6]. In this paper we show 
predeposition of a thin Co seed layer on the Alp
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(0001) substrate prior to deposition of aAu buffer layer 
substrate yielded high structural quality of Au/Co( 111) 
multilayers. 

2. EXPERIMANfAL 
TheAu/Co multilayerswere grown by molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) equipped with RHEED. The base pres
sure was 1 Q-8 Pa range and the pressure during deposition 
did not exceed 5 x 10·7 Pa. Film deposition was e-beam 
evapomtion sources for both Co and Au. AAlp3(0001) 
single crystal was used as a substrate. The substrate was 
cleaned by heating at 850oC for 30 min. Co as a seed layer 
was deposited on the substrate at the mte of 0.004 mn/s 
--D.006 nm!s, and the thickness was varied between 0.2nm 
-Smn. After deposition of the Co seed layer, a 50 nm Au 
buffer layer was deposited at 200oC and was then annealed 
at 700°C for 60 min to obtain a flat surface. On The buffer 
layer Au!Co multilayer were fabricated at the deposition 
mtes of 0.004 mn/s --D.006 run!s for Co and 0.004 nm/s 
--D.006 nm/s for Au, which were controlled by using quartz 
thickness monitor. The Au!Co multilayers were grown at 
room temperature. 

The morphology of the surface after deposition was 
confirmed by RHEED. The periodic compositional modu
lations and crystallographic structures of these multilayers 
were analyzed by X-ray diffractions (XRD) using CuKa 
radiation. The magnetic properties of the multilayers were 
investigated by means of vibrating sample magnetometer 
(VSM). All measurements were carried out at room tem
pemture. The strength of the magnetic field applied per
pendicular and in-plane to the thin film. The values for the 
magnetic anisotropy were obtained from the area between 
the in-plane and perpendicular magnetization curves as 
measured in VSM. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig.l shows RHEED patterns of the surface of Au 

buffer layers andAlz0
3
(0001) substrates. The electron 

beam with the energy of 20ke V impinged on the film sur

face at a glancing angle of about 1.8". The smoothness of 

the film surface is confirmed by the elongation of the 

RHEED streaks. Fig. l(a), (b) shows the RHEED diffrac

tion patterns on aAlz03(0001) substrate after annealing at 

850° for 30rnin. The incident beam is parallel to the [1 T 00] 

(Fig. l(a)) and [2ll0] (Fig.l(b)) direction. These pat

terns exhibit strong Kikuchi features and characteristic of 

smooth surface. Fig. l(c), (d) shows the RHEED patterns 

of 50 mnAu buffer layer deposits on the Alz0
3
(0001) sub

strate annealed forlh at 700°C. The diffraction patterns 

consist of double streaks, indicating that the growth of 

Au(lll) on Alz03(000l) is two-dimensional with twins 

related two equivalent epitaxial orientations. The RHEED 

pattern of Fig. l(d) is almost the same as the pattern dif

fracted from the incident azimuth rotated by 30° (Fig. l(c)). 

Identical RHEED images could be repeated after every 

change of the angle by 30°. Without using the Co seed 

layer, the twins formation could not be avoided by vary

ing the growth conditions. The RHEED patterns of the Au 

buffer layer with predeposition of 0.2 mnof Co as a seed 

layer were also same patterns without the Co seed layer 
(not shown). 

With predepositions of more than 0.4 mn of Co on 

A1p3(000 1) prior to the deposition of Au, the crystal struc

tures of the Au buffer layers were drastically changed. Fig. 

l(e),(f) shows theRHEEDpatterns of Alp,(0001)/Co3nm/ 

Au50nm after annealing at 700oC for lh. The rod spacing 

and crystal orientation of Fig. l(e),(f) indicates that the 

RHEED patterns are of the fcc-Au(lll) surface. The inci

dent beam is parallelto the[Ol 1] (Fig. 1 (e)) and [TT 21 
(Fig. l(f)) direction it. The sharp single streaks and the 

Kikuchi lines in Fig. l(e),(f) indicates that the surface is 

smooth and ordered. They also show that the Au buffer 

layer surface had the same crystallographic symmetry as 

the Alp3(0001) substrate. The epitaxial relationship be

tweenAu(lll) andAlPiOOOl) is determined from the 

RHEED patterns as follows: 

Au[lll] 11 AlzOJOOOl] andAu(llO) 11 Alp3 (10 IO). 
The growth of thin films of Pt on Alp

3
(0001) sub

strates, by MBE, is reported by R. R C. Farrow et al. [6]. 

They find that the seed layers of several mn of Pt films on 

A1Pi0001) substrates have a high strructural perfection. 

The second-neighbor Pt atoms in Pt( 111) plane from a 

hexagon which is only 0.9% larger than the basal-plane 
unit of Alp

3
(000l). On the other hand, the second-neigh

bot Au atoms inAu(lll) plane is 4.8% larger than the 

basal-plane unit of AIPiOOOl). Scince Au has a lager lat

tice misfit to the substrate, Au buffer layers are not epi

taxially grown on Alp
3
(0001). Co seed layers were also 

grown onAIPiOOOl) substrates with twins. But Au buffer 
layers deposited on the Co seed layer have monocrystal

line structure with no twins. We have never achieve a bet-

Fig. 1 RHEED patterns of the surface of AlzOiOOOl) after 
annealing at 850° for 30rnin (a, b), 50 mn Au bufferlayer 
deposits on Alz0

3
(0001) substrate annealed for lh at 

700oC (c, d)·, and 500.A Au buffer layer deposits on 
Alz0i0001)/Co3mn annealed for lh at 700"C (e, f). The 
incident electron beam was parallel to Alp 3 [1 T OOJ (a, 
c, e) andAlz03 [2llO] (b, d, f). 

Fig.2 RHEED patterns of completedAu/Co multilayers 
with( a) and without(b) a 3 nm of a Co seed layer. The 
incident electron beam was parallel to Alz03 [1 T 00]. 

ter understanding of the mecanism of Au growth on the 

Co seed layer. 

Fig.2 shows RHEED patterns of completed Au/Co 
multilayers with (Fig. 2(b)) and without (Fig.2(c)) 3 mn 

of the Co seed layer. The thickness of Co and Au layer 

was fixed at 1 mn and 2 mn respectively. The total number 

of bilayers was set to 20. Both of them maintained struc

ture in the early stages up to a fmallayer of multilayer. In 

other words, the multilayers with no seed layer display a 

large fraction of twin crystalline structure, giving rise to a 

lack of lateral continuity in the film, and the multilayers 
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Fig.3 Low-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of Au/Co 
multilayers with a no Co seed layer. (a) [Co0.2nm/ 
Au2nm] 50, (b) [Co0.6nm/Au2nm]

25
, (c) [Co1nm/ 

Au2nm]
20

, (d)[Co2nm/Au2nm]
10

• 

with the Co seed layer display single crystalline structure. 

We examined the effect of the Co seed layer on the 

structures of interface using X -ray diffraction. From high

angle X -ray diffraction patterns, we confirmed that all the 

samples have a ( 111) orientation along the growth direc

tion (not shown). A set of low-angle X -ray diffraction pat

terns of Au/Co multilayers with and without a 3 nm Co 

seed layer are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. 

The fmite-size peaks resulted from interface of X -ray re

fractions from the film surfaces and the fllm-substrate in

terface appear for Co seeded epitaxial multilayers. The 

Bragg peak intensity of Co seeded epitaxial multilayers is 

stronger than that of normal ones. The increase of Bragg 

peak intensity and the appearance of fmite-size peaks sug
gest the decrease of cumulative random, variations in layer 

thickness whose magnitude gives indirect information of 

degree of layer roughness [8,9]. Therefore, we consider 

the Co seed layer also decreased interfacial roughness and 
made interfaces more flat. The use of this seeded epitaxy 

results in a highly improved structural quality of Au/Co 
multilayers. 

Fig.S shows the effective magnetic anisotropy energy 

K. per unit volume of magnetic layer as a function of mag

netic layer thickness tc.· If the total magnetic anisotropy 
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Fig.4 Low-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of Au/Co 
multilayers with a 3nm Co seed layer. (a) [Co0.2nm/ 
Au2nm]

50
, (b) [Co0.6nm/Au2nm]

25
, (c) [Co1nm/ 

Au2nm]
20

, (d)[Co2nm/ Au2nm]
10

• 

originates from two-dimensional magnetic anisotropy at 
interfaces K, per unit area and volume-dependent anisot

ropy K. per unit volume, K. can be phenomenologically 
expressed as, 

K. · tc. = K. · tc. + 2K, (1) 
The K. contains contributions from shape, magnetocrystal
line and magneto-elastic anisotropy. The anisotropy data 

show linear thickness dependence, except for tc. < 0.8nm, 

where the values are below the straight line. Since, in the 
Au/Co multilayers, the Co layers are strained in the re
gions near the interfaces and misfit dislocations are dis

tributed widely in those regions [10]. If the strains in Co 

layers decrease linearly with increasing distance from the 
interfaces toAu, K. · tc. has a falloff at a small tco value~ as 
shown in Fig. 5. 

The too much difference cannot be seen in the curves 

between the Co seeded epitaxial multilayers and normal 

ones. The value obtained forK, of the Co seeded epitaxial 

multilayers from Fig. 4, 0.446 ± 0.010 x 10-7 J/cm2, is the 
almost same value forK, of normal ones from Fig. 4, 0.452 

± 0.014 x 10-7 J/cm2• However, the K. value of the Co 

seeded epitaxial multilayers deduced from Fig. 4 is ~.67 
± 0.16x 10-1 J/cm3

, which is lager than that of the normal 

ones by 10% (- 7.33 ± 0.22 x lQ-1 J/cm3
). The Co seeded 
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Fig. 5 Dependence of K. · tco on tco for Au/Co multilayers. 

Table I Anisotropy energy of K •• Kd' and Kuc + KME of 
Au/Co multilayers with and without 3 nm of Co seed layer. 

Sample 
K. Kd K MC +K ME 

(x 10·• J/cm ') (X 10·' J/cm ') (x 10·' J/cm ') 

Co seed layer -6.67±0.16 -11.7±0.7 5.03±0.72 

No seed layer -7.33±0.22 -11.9±1.1 4 . .58±1.08 

epitaxial multilayers exhibit a magnetic easy axis perpen

dicular to film plane up to a larger magnetic layer thick

ness than multilayers without Co seed layer. 

Volume anisotropy energy K. is generally written as, 

K.=Kd+KMC+KME (2) 
where the first term K

4 
is the demagnetization energy which 

is shape contribution, K4 = -2trM/ where M, is the satura
tion magnetization per unit volume, and Kuc is magneto
crystalline energy of the bulk Co, and the last magneto

elastic energy KME is the contribution due to stress and the 

resulting strain Table I summarizes the K •• Kd' and Kuc + 
KME value of Au/Co multilayers. The value obtained for K4 

of the Co seeded epitaxials multilayer is almost same as 

normal ones. The Kuc + KME value of the Co seeded epi
taxial multilayers is lager than that of the normal ones by 

-10%. The increase of K with addition of the Co seed 
V 

layer may be explained to be due to structural change and/ 
or strain contribution. It shows that the magnetic anisot

ropy energy increased by using the seed layer, and high 

quality of structure results larger perpendicular magnetic 

anisotropy. 

4. CONCLUSION 
We have investigated the effect of a thin Co seed layer 

on the growth of a Au buffer layer and Au/Co multilayers 

onAip
3
(0001) single crystal substrates by MBE. The main 

results obtained are summarized as follows; 

(1) The Au buffer layer grown on Alp
3
(0001) sub

strates display a large fraction of (111) twin crystalline 

structure. On the contrary, the Au buffer layer with 

predeposition of more than 0.4 nm of a Co seed layer onto 

A1p
3
(0001) substrates priortodepositionoftheAu buffer 

layer yielded ( 111) epitaxial ftlms with no twins. 

(2) The Co seed layer improves the crystalline quality 

of subsequent Au/Co multilayers. From the results of X

ray diffraction observations, the interfaces of Au/Co 

multilayers With Co seed layer are sharper than those with 

no seed layer. The use of the Co seed layer improved the 

periodicity and structural quality in this system. 

(3) The magnetic anisotropy energy of Au/Co 

multilayers increased by using the Co seed layer, and the 

high quality of structure results larger perpendicular mag

netic anisotropy. 
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